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1. Introduction 

A THEOREM ON C-LOOPS 

By Afzal Beg 

F. Fenyves (2). (3) defined extra loops and C-Ioops. He showed the equivalence 

of extra loops and Moufang loops. 
The purpose of the present note is to obtain the equivalence between extra 

loops and C-loops. 

2. PreIiminary information 

Let (G •• ) be a loop whose identity element is denoted by 1. For each x ε G 

the mappings R(x) and L(x) are defined by y R(x)=yx and y L(x)=xy for aII y ε G. 

It foIIows that R(x) and L(x) are one-to-one mappings of G onto G. If (G •. ) 

is an inverse property loop. then corresponding to each x ε G there is an 캉=x l 
-1 .-1 .. T"t./" -1 .......... -1 , ..... I ... -1 ........ -1 , T'"'\ ,., T 2 

E G so that xx-.=x-'x=l, R(x)-.=R(x-.) and L(x)-'=L(x-.). Further, r 
=1, JL(x)J=R(x)-l , JR(x)J=L(x)-l. J is known as inverse mapping. The left 

nucIeus Nλ’ the middle nucIeus Nμ， and the right nucIeus N p of a loop (G,.) 

are defined by 

Nλ= {aII x ε GJx.yz=xy.z, aIl y, zEG}, 

Nμ= {aII y ε GJx.yz=xy.z. aII x, zEG} 

N p = {aIl z ε GJx.yz=xy.z， aIl x, y εG} 

The nucIeus N of (G .. ) is N =NλnNμnNp' 

RecaII that an ordered triple (U, V. W) of one-to-one mappings U, V and W of 
G onto G is caIled an autotopism of the loop (G,.) if and only if xU. yV = (xy) 

W for aIl x,y ε G. It is weIl known that the set of aIl autotopisms of a loop 
forms a group under the usuaI “ componentwise multiplication". 

For a detailed account of the loop theory concepts mentioned in the preceding 

paragraphs see Bruck (1). We summarize those basic results needed about Mo

ufang loops and in particular, about extra loops and inverse property loops as 
follows: 

THEOREM 1. Let (G,.) be a Moμifang 10φ. Then 

(i) (G,.) z's an 쩌verse broþerty !ooþ (see Bruck (1) , Ch. VII , Lemma 3.1), 
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(ii) the right, middle and le[t nμclez" o[ (G ,. ) coincz'de μIz"th the nucleus o[ (G,. ) 

(see Bruck [1) , Ch, W, Theorem 2. 1). 

DEFINITION 1. A Ioop (G,.) is an extra looþ if and only if 

(1) (xy. z)x=x(y. zx) 

for aII x, y , z E G. (See Fenyves [2)) 

THEOREM 2. Let (G,.) be an extra !ooþ. Then(G,.) is Mou[ang. (See Fenyves 

[2J , Theorem 3). 

THEOREM 3. A !ooþ (G,.) is an extra looþ 1f and only i[ 

A1(x)=(L(x), R(x)-\ L(x)R(x)-l) 

is an autotoþism o[ (G ,. ) [or all x E G (See Fenyves [2) , Theorem 2). 

THEOREM 4. I[ (U, V , W) is a1Z autoto"ψsm o[ aχ 찌verse þroþerty looþ (G,.). 
Then (JUJ, W , V) and (W,JVJ, U) are also the autotoþisms o[ (G, .), (see Bruck 

[1], Ch W Lemma 2.1), where J:x 'X -1 is the z'nverse maþþing o[ G. 

DEFINITION 2. A loop (G,.) is a C-looþ if and only if 

(2) (yx'x)z= y(x'xz) 

for aII x,y , z ε G. (See Fenyves [3J). 

THEOREM 5. Let (G,.) be a C-looþ. Then (G,.) has inverse þrφerty. (See 

Fenyves [3J , Proof of Theorem 4). 

3. Main Theorern 

First we prove the following Iemma: 

LEMMA. A 10φ (G,.) z's a C-loφ zf and only zf (R(x)R(x) , L(x) -IL (X) -1, I) 

is an autotojη~'sm o[ G, where 1 is the identity maþpz'ng o[ G. 

PROOF. (G,.) is a C-Ioop if and only if (2) holds i.e. (yx'x)z=y(x'xz) for 

aII x, y , z ε G. Replacing z by x -l(x -lz) and appealing to the fact that a C

Ioop is an inverse property Ioop (See Theorem 5), we have, equivalently, that 

(G,.) is C.loop if and only if 
-1- -1 (yx'x)(x -~(x -~z))=yz 

-1 '" /'~， -1 수=> yR(x)R(x)'zL(x)-~L(x) -"=(yz)I 

for aII y , z E G. 
-1 '"/', -1 <=> (R(x)R(x) , L(x) -" L(x) -\ 1) 

is an autotopism of G and the proof is complete. 
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We are now in a position to present the main 

THEOREM. The lollowz'ng statements are equz'valent lor a looþ (G. ,): 

(a) (G,.) z's an extra loop, 
-2 ... " ... ,,2 ....... ,, -1 ... " ...... ,., -1 (b) (G,.) is C.loop and (R(x)-~L(x)， L(x)~R(x)-'， L(x)R(x)-η z's an autoto. 

야~sm 01 (G,.) lor all x ε G. 

PROOF. (a) ~ (b). Suppose (G,.) is an extra loop. Then from Theorem 3 

we have the the autotopism 

A1(x) = (L(x) , R(x)-I, L(x)R(x)-I). 

AIso from Theorem 2, (G,.) is Moufang i. e. satisfies the following Moufang 
identity: 

(3) (xY) (zx)=x[(yz)'x] 

Now (3) gives the autotopism A2(x) = (L(x) , R(x) , R(x)L(x)) of (G,.). Therefore, 

we have the autotopism 

A1 (x)A2(x) = (L(x) , R(x) -1, L(x)R(x) -l)(L(x), R(x), R(x)L(x)) 

=(L(x)L(x), 1, L(x) L(x)). 

Then by Theorem 4, A3(x) = (jL(x)L(x)], L(x)L(x), I) =(R(x)-lR(x)-l, L(x)L(x), 

I) is an autotopism of (G,.). This implies that (R(x) -lR(x) -1, L(x)L(x), 

I)-l=(R(x) R(x) , L(x)-lL(x)-I,I) is an autotopism of (G,.). 

Hence, by lemma (G, • ) is a c-loop. AIso, A3(x)A1(x) =(R(X)-2, L(x)까 I) (L(x). 

R(x)-\ L(x)R(x)-l) = (R(x)-2L (x) , L(xiR(x)-l, L(x)R(x)-1) is an autoto. 

pism of (G,.). Hence, (a) > (b). 

(b) ===> (a). Assume (b). Then (R(x)-2L (x) , L(xiR(x)-l ’ L(x)R(x)-l) and 

by lemma, (R(xi, L(x) -2, I) are both theautotopisms of (G,.). Combining both 

the autotopisms we have that (L(x) , R(x) -1, L(x)R(x) -1) is an autotopism of 

(G,.). Therefore, byTheorem 3, (G,.) is extra loop and the proof is complete. 

REMARK. As alternative law holds in a C-Ioop, we have 
2 , ...... ,. , -2 .......... 2, -1 ... , .... 2 7"/ 2 

R(xY=R(xη， R(x) -<-=R(x<-)-" L(x)‘=L(x~). 

Therefore, if the mapping x-• 상 is a permutation of a loop (G,.), then the 

above theorem can be stated as follows: 

The foIlowing statements are equivalent for a loop (G,.): 
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(a') (G,.) is an extra loop, 

(b’) (G,.) is C-Ioop and (R(X)-lL(x) , L(x)R(x)-\ L(x)R(x)-l) is an autoto

pism of (G,.) γxEG. 

COROLLARY. Ilthe ηuztφi%g x 

then (G,.) Z"S a grozφ. 

+ i z"s a permuta#on 01 an extra loop (G,.), 

PROOF. If (G,.) is an extra loop, then by main Theorem, (G,.) is C.loop. 

Therefore, (2) holds and by alternative laws, we have 

(yx2)z=y(X2z) Vy, z e G. 

This implies that x2 is in the middle nucleus (Nμ) of (G,.). Using Therem 1 

and Theorem 5, we have x"' in the nucleus of (G,.). As x-• x2 is permutat
? 

ion, we can say that x is in the nucleus i. e. x associates with every element of 

(G,. ) γ x ε G. Hence, (G,.) is associative. This implies (G,.) is a group. 

This completes the Corollary. 
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